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Spend half a day on this course and you will experience the excitement of driving two 
of Maserati’s most powerful models around a motor racing circuit: Maserati Ghibli 
Trofeo and Levante Trofeo - both powered by a 580bhp turbocharged V8 engine.  
With the support of a professional team of instructors, you will learn how to master 
the car and enhance your driving skills in a safe and structured environment.
The course ends with a hot lap as a passenger onboard the new MC20 supercar, 
driven by a professional instructor, to prepare you for the next stage in your driving 
training: the full-day GT course.

the mc20 is the maserati super sports car that pushes the boundaries of time. With its awesome 
630 HP 3-litre Nettuno twin-turbo V6, the figures speak for themselves: 0-100 kph in 2.9 seconds 
and top speed of 325 kph. Only on a racetrack can this performance be truly appreciated and only 
with the expertise of professional drivers can its dynamic qualities be properly revealed. This is why 
the mc master course has been created.

During the advanced racetrack sessions, drivers learn how to optimise the MC20 in all driving modes: 
GT, SPORT and RACE, both with and without the electronic aids.
Each car is equipped with a sophisticated onboard video recording device, matched to a racing-
style data acquisition system that measures all main driving parameters.

The six Maserati MC20s in use have been uprated for maximum dynamic performance and feature 
carbo-ceramic brakes, forged alloy wheels, an electronic limited slip differential and lightweight 
carbon seats.
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Check-in at Maserati welcome desk available at Link124 hotel in Parma.

Dinner at the Michelin starred restaurant of the hotel: participants will get an introduction to the course features by the 
mc20 master coordinator. 

DaY 1

Welcome to the track and registration of participants.
Dedicated MC20 theory session part 1.

Warm up sessions: start of dynamic activities to get familiar with the circuit: braking points, cornering lines, points of 
acceleration out of corners.

Practice sessions: 2 driving sessions on track with instructor on board; power oversteering on a low-grip wet “Indy” 
layout (oval) and “8” layout (crossed); driving sessions on track with the data logging systems on to record the driver’s 
data to monitor and measure the improvements between sessions; dynamic contest on a handling track layout.

Buffet lunch at the circuit restaurant

Dynamic activities resume

End of dynamic activities of day 1 and de-briefing with instructors on the achievement of performance by each driver

Dinner at a local restaurant in Parma, with Maserati staff

DaY 2

Dedicated MC20 theory session part 2.

Start of dynamic activities: telemetry race contest

Buffet lunch at the circuit restaurant

Dynamic activities resume: drag race contest on board of the MC20, side by side along the main straight.

Gt Race simulation with the instructors at the wheels of 6 mc20.

End of dynamic activities
Certificates and award ceremony for the winners of the contests

Free practice with own Maserati cars, always with the instructor on board

Stop of track activities
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We look forward to seeing you at the track: 
Autodromo Riccardo Paletti, Strada per Fosio, 1 43040 Varano de’ Melegari (PR), Italy.

For inquiries, please contact us at info@mastermaserati.it or +39 0525 551 138

www.mastermaserati.com


